Pavement Marking Materials  
Technical Committees Conference Call  
March 4th, 2014  

Attendees: Dave Kuniega (PennDOT), Brian Korschgen (AASHTO), Tobey Reynolds (NHDOT), Nikita Reed (FLDOT), Jeannie Powell (Crown), Ken Burg (UTDOT), Wayne Fleming (VDOT), Chris Fox (Sherwin), Brandon Carson (PennDOT), Kathryn Malusky (AASHTO)

1. Status of Resample issue  
A few products laid on FL deck were not sampled after installation. Samples were pulled from field for initial lab testing in Pennsylvania (dry film). Once the ok is given, extra samples will be sent from manufacturer to PENNDOT for full lab testing.

2. Status of Test Decks  
   PennDOT- ’11, ’14  
   Penn should finish ’11 deck data in June/July. New test deck in Pennsylvania in 2014, first week in June installation of permanent products. Temporary tapes installed in May or April. The deadline for product submittal is April 18th for 2014.  
   MNDOT- ’10, ’13  
   No representative for MN was on for conference call. Allen Gallistel will be in charge of PMM data entry. They are having an issue with picture upload in datamine. Pennsylvania is having the same issue with only being able to upload one photo in several cases.  
   FLDOT- ’09,’12  
   2009 deck is complete, need to make sure all data is uploaded. 2012 deck is due for 21 month testing next week; everything through 18 month is complete, no pictures are uploaded at this point. Florida is still looking into the possibility of having test deck available in 2015.

3. Glass bead testing  
   Should we have a portion of evaluation focus on bead evaluation with a “standardized” binder? Utah thinks it would be useful to test beads separate from the system. There are quite a few variables that may be hard to manage. Should bead manufacturer share in the responsibility and cost of testing?

4. 3rd Party Laboratories  
   There has been some interest in having 3rd party do NTPEP lab testing.

5. Revisions to 2014 workplan (See Attachment)  
   No negatives submitted on work plan changes.

6. Roundtable  
   Is there a resource for how to use NTPEP data for PMM materials? Linking to state specs is difficult because they may change, have multiple supplemental specs, or become dead links.

7. NTPEP Annual Meeting (registration is open on NTPEP.org)  
   a. May 18 – 22 in Greenville, SC  
   b. PMM meeting is May 19 at 2:20 pm  
   c. Need to develop agenda (Due May 1st)

8. Next Conference Call (June 3rd at 11 am)